Upgradation & Migration of Oracle Apps 11i to Oracle EBS R12 by the Replacement of 4 Legacy Oracle 11i Apps to Single R12

**Project Overview**
Replacement and Upgradation of 4 Legacy Oracle Apps R 11i to single Oracle EBS R12.1.3 CG1PRD in instance.

**Business Function**
Finance – IT

**Engagement Length**
1 YEAR

**Applications / Modules**
Finance, CRM modules

**Team Size & Structure**
40+ Offshore + Onshore

**Target Users**
25,000+

**Year of Upgrade**

---

**THE CLIENT**
The Client is the largest networking company in the world. It is an MNC based in the United States that manufactures and develops networking hardware and other equipment, services and products related to telecom.

"We are really lucky to have so many awesome Migration team members in India and in USA who work hard and take care of your business because of your own self-motivation and pride."
- Says Group Head John K
CHALLENGES

- Involvement of multiple data bases, involvement of multiple cross flow and impacted teams like Fin, CRM etc.
- Complexity of the application due to customization
- UK Localization

SOLUTIONS & SERVICES

Solutions:

- Overall Architecture and Technical design for upgrade
- Project Management and Execution
- Expand the client’s global footprint of CE 5 type
- Complete Data Migration related business and IT interactions.
- Enforce Sales Ordering Control rules for Services Sales

SERVICES

- Technical Application Upgrade from 11.5.10.2 to R 12.1.3

VOC & POSITIVE IMPACT

- Consolidations of multiple databases to one central database
- Implementation of more OOB functionality by converting customizations to vanilla functionalities

TECHNOLOGY USED

- Oracle Applications R12.1.3,
- SQL
- PL/SQL
- TOAD
- Reports
- UNIX